
 

 

Sporting Clubs 
Fact Sheet 
Noise 

Sport can be a noisy activity—
sirens and whistles blowing, 
Public Address (P/A) systems 
making announcements, players 
and spectators cheering.  It makes 
for a great atmosphere. 
In addition to promoting 
community sport, the City of 
Casey also have a responsibility to 
our residents to ensure that they 
are not affected by noise 
disturbances.   
Sports clubs need to be aware of 
the potential impact that their 
activities can have on 
neighbouring residents and how 
noise disturbances can be 
minimised. 
 
Hours of Use 
 
Tenancy Agreement 
Sports clubs are required to conclude 
their training or matches by 9.30pm. 
Pavilions must be vacated by 10.30pm 
from Sunday to Thursday and 
12midnight on Friday and Saturday. 
For any exceptions to these hours, 
particularly extensions to playing hours, 
clubs require the approval of Council. 
 
Leaving the Reserve 
After training, a match, or function, 
committee members should ensure that 
all players leave the reserve by the 

times listed above.  Players and guests 
should not congregate in car parks and 
should take care to avoid playing loud 
music on car stereos and slamming car 
doors and to leave the reserve quietly, 
especially in residential areas. 
As well as OHS issues, noise problems 
can arise when reserve gates are left 
open overnight, so committee members 
should ensure these are closed when 
leaving. 
 
Prohibited Times 
Noise from recreation reserves does not 
fall into the Environment Protection 
Agency (EPA) prohibited noise 
restrictions except P/A Guidelines (see 
P/A systems below).  As a guide 
however, clubs should be mindful of the 
following times and keep noise to a 
minimum: 
Monday to Thursday: before 7am, and 
after 10pm 
Friday: before 7am, and after 11pm 
Saturday and Public Holidays: before 
9am, and after 11pm 
Sunday: before 9am, and after 10pm 
 
Amplified Noise 
 
PA Systems 
Where PA systems are required to 
control sporting activities, the times of 
use are restricted by the prohibited 
times listed above, and clubs should 
adhere to these hours. 
There are a number of guidelines which 
clubs can implement to minimise noise 
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disturbance, including: 
• Using the P/A for event control, not for 

commentary 
• Using lower power units installed only 

in essential areas 
• Speakers to be angled in to the 

playing/marshalling areas at a 
downwards incline of 45° 

• Fixing the volume control 
Further guidance is available from EPA 
publication 1254, Noise Control 
Guidelines. 
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